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Abstract-This paper presents a method, based on the mathematical concept of formal systems. for writing 
high-level specifications of discrete stochastic models. This method is completely formal. suitable for 
information processing by computer and generally applicable. Moreover, it unifies analytic and statistical 
techniques. Concepts and notions are developed informally by means of four examples from the field of 
Petri nets and queueing systems. Processing algorithms (generating state-transition graphs, computing 
Markovian transition probabilities and simulating the specified models) are outlined. Basically, this 
method yields a “constructive” approach to discrete stochastic modelling. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The investigation of discrete stochastic models (DSMs) has received much attention [cf. l] whilst 
the actual construction of these models has been somewhat neglected. This task usually results in 
a cumbersome and error-prone process of weaving some meshwork of states, transitions and 
probabilities; or of writing a simulation program. This holds even more so for realistic models 
having a large number of states, which, once specified in a formal way, could be handled numerically 
by means of modern methods on modern computers, e.g. by Courtois’ decomposition method [Z]. 
This paper deals with the task of constructing DSMs in either way, theoretical and practical, 
and it is based on the mathematical concept of’formal systems. A worked example in terms of 
queueing theory, resulting in the demonstration of input/output of a computer program to compute 
states, transitions and their probabilities, is to be found in Ref. [3]. A thorough mathematical 
presentation of the underlying formalism is given in Ref. [4]. The present paper emphasizes the 
development and discussion of concepts through several more complex examples from two definitely 
distinct fie!ds of discrete modelling (i.e. from Petri nets and from queueing systems). Moreover, this 
paper employs advanced notions and demonstrates different classes of DSMs according to their 
complexity. A related approach, using the basically different technique of constructing Markovian 
transition matrices from elementary ones, was suggested by Wallace [S]. 
2. THE BASIC IDEA 
A discrete state-transition model is basically determined by an initial state and a set of “actions” 
which yield inductively the complete set of states together with the relation of transition. For 
instance, an M/M/l-system [cf. l] is given by the initial state “empty system” and the actions 
“arrival of a job”, “ start of processing a job” and “completion of a job”. There is a mathematical 
formalism perfectly matching this situation, namely formal systems (FSs), a well-known tool in logic 
and the theory of programming languages [cf. 6, 71. An FS is a device for generating inductively 
a set of symbol strings together with a relation of derivability from an initial string (axiom) by 
means of substitution rules to be applied to the axiom and its successors. 
The basic idea now is to interpret the axiom as initial state and the substitution rules as actions. 
Thus the set of generated strings carrying the relation of derivability has to be interpreted as the 
set of induced states carrying the relation of transition. This approach is general, powerful, 
descriptive and completely formal, thus rendering the process of constructing states and transitions 
“computable”, i.e. suitable for being processed by a computer program GEN (cf. Section 5). 
Moreover, the essential stochastic properties controlling a DSM’s performance can be readily 
“plugged into” its FS-specification, resulting in a randomized formal system (RFS). One just has to 
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weight the substitution rules and to attach to each symbol employed an intensity of an exponentional 
distribution or an arbitrary positive distribution, according to the well-known distinction between 
Markovian and non-Markovian models. This distinction boils down to a slight modification of 
one single line of an RFS. Apart from this line the very same specification is suitable as input to 
both the program GEN (which generates states and transitions and which computes Markovian 
transition probabilities) and a universal simulation program SIM (which generates samples of 
state-transition paths (cf. Section 5). 
3. NOTATION 
Let I/ be a set of symbols, then I’* denotes the set of all (finite) strings consisting of symbols 
from 1/ including the empty string 0 (similar to zero in arithmetic or to the empty set in set theory). 
Finally, I’*\(@} is denoted by V+. 
An FS is given by a set of symbols V, an axiom UE V/+ and a set of substitution rules R. A 
substitution rule consists of a left-hand side 1~ V+ and a right-hand side r’E V* and is denoted by 
I:: = r; the metasymbol ..- “ ” is to be read as “may be substituted by”. Let a string s2 E V* be 
derived from a string si E V+ by applying some substitution rule 1:: = r to sl, i.e. by substituting any 
occurrence of the substring 1 in si by r. Then s2 is said to be derivable from sl, and this is written 
si -+ s2. (If two or more rules are employing an identical left-hand side 1, the pertinent right-hand 
sides are called the alternatives of 1. It is convenient to write down these rules one after the other, 
stating their common “I::=” once only, namely for the first of these rules.) 
Let Q = (V,a,R) be an FS. In the following the axiom “a” is called the initia/ state and the 
substitution rules are called actions. Let s E V*. If there is a sequence si , . , s, E V* (n E N) obeying 
a = s1 -+ s2 + s3 + . . . -+ s, = s, then s is called a srate generated by Q. The set of all pairs of states 
(si, s2) obeying si + s2 is called the relation of transition generated by @. 
Finally, it is practical to augment this definition of an FS by attaching to each action some eoent 
to be emitted on each application of this action (similar to “generalized sequential machines” in 
Ref. [6]). An event is usually a short descriptive text and will be terminated by the delimiter “/“. 
4. FORMAL DESCRIPTIONS OF FOUR MODELS 
Example 1 (EX1) 
Let us consider the Petri net [cf. 81 given in Fig. la. The firing of a transition happens in zero 
time; yet a token remains at place U, V, W, X or Y for a time distributed exponentionally with 
intensity r, 8, y, 6 or E, respectively. After its due time in place X, a token will proceed by firing 
transition D with probability p, or by firing transition E with probability 1 - p. All distributions 
mentioned are independent of each other. 
This model is described by the following RFS: 
Fig. 1. The Petri nets of EXl and EX4 (initial states). 
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RFSl : Znitial irate U 
Intensities (U, V, W, X, Y) = (cc, p, y, 6, E) 
Actions Events Weights 
(1) U::= VW fire A/ - 
(2) v :: = x fire B/ - 
(3) w :: = Y fire C/ - 
(4) x :: = v fire D/ p 
(5) 0 fire E/ 1-P 
(6) Y::= (ZI fire F/ - 
The kernel of this specification is given by the FS constituted by the initial state and the actions. 
For instance, applying rules (1) (2) (4) (3) (2) (4) to the initial state and its successors one gets the 
state-transition path 
together with the event path 
fire A/fire B/fire D/fire C/fire B/fire D/. 
Obviously, the symbol string XW induced by applying actions (1) (2) describes the state “there is 
a token staying at place X and there is another one staying at place w”. The possibility of 
proceeding from state XW by a token leaving place W is described by the possibility of substituting 
symbols X or W in XW at will. Substituting X, the possibility of firing transition D or E is described 
by the possibility of choosing from the alternatives of X, i.e. V and 0. 
The process of generating inductively such state-transition paths by applying actions to the 
initial state and its successors constitutes the base for those RFS-processing algorithms GEN and 
SIM mentioned above. GEN systematically generates all states possible while SIM generates at 
random a prescribed number of paths (cf. Section 5). With this in mind we will use in the following 
the phase current state to refer to the state being currently processed in these generation processes. 
Example 2 (EXZ) 
A source S produces jobs of two kinds (A and B), which are processed by a server P in order of 
arrival (FIFO) [cf. I]. A possible state is shown in Fig. 2: a job A is just being processed by P, 
while three jobs B, B and A are waiting to be processed in this order. 
The time taken by the source S to emit a new job is exponentially distributed with intensity 2.. 
A new job is an A-job or a B-job with probability p or 1 - p, respectively. The time it takes the 
server to process an A-job or a B-job is distributed exponentially with intensity p or v, respectively. 
All distributions mentioned are independent of each other. This model is described by the following 
RFS: 
RFSZ: Initial state SP 
intensities (S, A, R P, P,, Ps) = (j., -, -, m, P, v) 
Actions Events Weights 
(1) S::= SA arrival of A/ P 
(2) SB arrival of B/ 1-P 
(3) AP::= P, start of A/ 
(4) BP :: = P, start of B/ 
(5) P, :: = P completion of A/ - 
(6) Pa::= P completion of B/ - 
Fig. 2. A possible state of the model EX2. 
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The kernel of this specification is given by the FS constituted by the initial state and the actions. 
For instance applying actions (1) (3) (2) (2) (1) (5) (4) to the initial state and its successors one gets 
the state-transition path 
SP-,SAP-+SP,+SBP,+SBBP,+SABBP,+SABBP-+SABP, 
together with the event path 
arrival of A/ start of A/ arrival of B/ arrival of B/ 
arrival of A/ completion of A/ start of B/. 
Obviously, the sixth state SABBP, describes the state shown in Fig. 2. The possibility of proceeding 
from this state by completing the A-job being currently processed or by the arrival of some new 
job is described by the possibility of substituting symbols P, or S at will. Substituting S, the 
possibility of getting an A-job or a B-job is described by the possibility of choosing from the 
alternatives of S, i.e. SA and SB. 
The special intensities ‘I-” for “waiting” symbols and “cc” for “immediate” symbols are explained 
in Section 5. 
Example 3 (EX3) 
EX2 is modified by restricting the queue’s capacity to 3, i.e. there are at most 3 jobs waiting in 
the queue and any further job arriving will be rejected. This requires knowing #wj, the number 
of waiting jobs, which can be derived by evaluating the function #A + #B on the current state. 
(The #-function counts the number of occurrences of a symbol and should be provided as a built- 
in function by any specification language based on RFSs.) 
RFS3: Extensions and modification with respect o RFSZ 
Function #wj: = #A + #B 
Actions Ecents Weights 
S::= SA arrival of A/ yes[O, 23 ( #wj) * a 
SB arrival of B/ yes[O, 2]( #wj) + (1 - a) 
S arriving job yes[3,31( #wj) 
rejected/ 
In addition to #A and #B, this specification employs a further built-in function 
yes[m, n] (i) : = 
i 
1 ifm<i<n 
0 else, 
which guarantees the correct weights for the alternatives of S (i.e. SA, SB and S), depending on 
whether the queue permits further arrivals (i.e. weights a, 1 - tl, 0) or is filled up (i.e. weights 0, 0, 1). 
Example 4 (EX4) 
EX 1 is modified by closing its topology according to Fig. 1 b and by refining its performance as 
follows: a token just arrived at X, will traverse the circle X + V + X a total of i times before 
transition E may fire (i being distributed binomially between 1 and 3 with parameter 0.5). 
The first modification firstly requires actions (5) and (6) of RFSl to be altered to X :: = X, and 
Y ::= Y,, introducing synchronizing symbols X, and Y, (w stands for waiting) and secondly it 
requires a seventh action to be added, namely X,Y, :: = U. In order to meet the second modification, 
one has to know #cir, i.e. the number of times the circle X + V -+ X has been passed through 
since the most recent firing of transition E. Note that #cir can not be evaluated from the current 
state but one has to inspect the past state-transition path leading to it. However, instead of 
inspecting paths, it is more convenient to keep account of #cir. This is easily implemented by 
declaring an auxiliary quantify #cir to be set inductively in the course of the system’s operation 
by means of instructions attached to the pertinent actions and executed together with them. Thus, 
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selecting alternative V for X (i.e. a new circle will be passed through), #cir has to be augmented 
by 1, and, selecting alternative X, for X (i.e. the last within the current series of circles was done), 
#cir has to be reset to 0 in order to count the next series of subsequent circles. Of course the 
weights for these alternatives will depend on. #cir and are given by bin[l, 3, OS] (#cir). “bin” is 
a straightforward factorization of the binomial distribution to be provided as a built-in function 
along with the factorizations of other common discrete distributions. 
RFS4: Extensions and modifications with respect to RFSl 
Auxikzries #cir: [0,3] init 0 
Intensities (X,, Y,) = (CC, m) 
Actions Events Instructions Weights 
x::= Y fire D/ #cir + 1 bin[l, 3, OS] 
XW wait for Y/ #cir : = 0 1 - bin[l, 3, OS] 
Y::= Y, wait for X/ - - 
X,Y,::= U fire E/ - 
5. APPLICATIONS 
An RFS is suitable to be processed by the two algorithms GEN and SIM. 
In the first instance, GEN computes for a given state all possible transitions and immediate 
successors by determining all locations which can be substituted and by substituting them by all 
alternatives given, i.e. by applying all actions possible (cf. Fig. 3). GEN works in a recursive manner, 
starting at the initial state and then systematically generating the complete state-transition graph 
of the specified model. This is shown for RFSl in Fig. 4. Numbers attached to the transitions 
denote the step of generation in the course of processing RFSl by GEN. To give a further example: 
processing RFS3 GEN would generate 31 states together with 76 transitions. 
In the Markovian case the probability of a transition can be computed readily together with 
this transition. For instance, the probability for transition SP, + SBP, (cf. RFS2 and Fig. 3) is the 
product of p(SP,), the probability that the next location to be substituted in SP, is S (in contrast 
VY Y X SAPA SBPA SP 
Fig. 3. Transactions and successors of states XY and SP, due to actions (4) (5) (6) from RFSl and (I) (2) 
(5) from RFSZ. respectively. 
Fig. 4. States and transitions generated by GEN from RFSI 
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to PA) and p(SB), the probability that S is substituted by its second alternative, i.e. by SB. Of course, 
p(SB) is given by the weight of this alternative, i.e. by (1 - p). BP,) is obtained by the following 
interpretation: an occurrence of a symbol within a state arises and will be substituted eventually; 
its lifetime is distributed exponentially with the specified intensity. Let be Ts and TPA the lifetimes 
of any occurrences of symbols S and P,, respectively. Then p(SP,) is the probability, that S is the 
next location within SP, to be substituted, i.e. 
co 00 
PW,) = ~(5 < Tp,,) = ss (i-e - “Xpe - w dy) dx = i./(i. + p). 0 X 
Multiplying this location probability by the alternative weight p(SB), one finally gets 
p(SP, + SBP,) = p(SP,) * p(SP) = [i./(j. + I*)] * (1 - p). 
Thus the group of three transitions shown in Fig. 3b has the transition probabilities 
pi./(i. + p) (1 - p)i./(i. + p) p/O. + p). 
(These probabilities also apply to the group of three transitions shown in Fig. 3a). In general the 
probability, that a certain location I,,, out of all substitutable locations I,, . . . , I, in some state s 
(n > l), is the next one to be substituted, is given by 
intensity (li,)/ t intensity (li). 
i= 1 
The special intensity “30” is embedded by means of the common rule 
i 
0 if x is finite 
x/cc = 
1 ifx=x. 
Hence, p(SAP) = i./(i. + co) = 0 and p(SA_P) = co/(i. + s) = 1, i.e. a symbol carrying intensity CC 
has to be substituted deterministically and, in terms of time, as soon as possible. Pertinent states 
have the sojourn time 0 and will be suppressed by any processing algorithm automatically; e.g. in 
state “SP” the symbol “P” can not be substituted. However, as soon as an A occurs, “AP” will be 
substituted by “PA”. (The processor, being good-natured, does not keep a lone customer waiting.) 
Thus, state “SAP” is a mere preliminary one with respect to “SP,“. 
The special intensity “-” denotes, that a symbol is only waiting and does not consume any 
active time. 
Thus, in the Markovian case, GEN can be easily extended to compute the stochastic matrix of 
transition probabilities. In the non-Markovian case, GEN can still be used to compute the set of 
(residual-time-less) states along with the graph of transitions. The stochastic performance of a non- 
Markovian model has to be specified by attaching to each time-consuming symbol a time 
distribution (realized by some random number generator) instead of an intensity. Such a specification 
is suitable to drive and control a universal simulation algorithm SIM which generates at random 
a specified number of state-transition paths and/or event paths. Basically, SIM attaches a real 
variable to each substitutable symbol keeping the appointed time of its substitution and a further 
real variable, which is global with respect to the entire state, keeping the present time (clock). 
Figure 5 shows a transition from RFS2 by SIM. 
GEN and SIM are developed in detail in Ref. [4]. Input and output of a PLI-implementation 
of GEN generating states, transitions and transition probabilities for a concrete version of RFS4 
(using p = 0.6, i = 0.9, p = 0.8, v = 0.7) may be found in Ref. [3]. 
Note 1. For the second line of an RFS specifying the system’s time distributions further features 
can be readily provided which offer Erlangian distributions or even more complex linear 
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Fig. 5. A transition executed by SIM. S is substituted by SB at system time 47 time units 
combinations (approximating arbitrary time distributions) while the pertinent impact on states, 
transitions and probabilities can be taken care of by the processing algorithms [cf.4]. 
Note 2. A further method arises through directly modelling a profile for a class of jobs. For 
instance, one could assume a job J to be composed of a beginning part b, an ending part e and 
some functional parts F, the number of which is distributed binomially, say between 1 and 4 with 
parameter 0.7. Moreover, F is either a procedure call, i.e. it results in a job by itself (with probability 
a) or F is an elementary statement s (with probability 1 - a). In practice a will depend on the 
current level of nesting, denoted by #depth. This is modelled by 
J::= bJ, - 
J, ::= FJ, #F+1 WI, 4, 0.73 #F) 
F::=; 
#F:= 0 1 - bin[1,4,0.7]( #F) 
#depth + I a( #depth) 
s #depth := 0 1 - z( #depth) 
This eventually yields jobs like “bbssebsbssesebssee” according to the employed distributions [cf. 43. 
Note 3. GEN computes transition probabilities in terms of a discrete notion of time. Transition 
probabilities based on a continuous notion of time (as used usually for steady-state probabilities) 
are also readily computed by means of a well-known theorem (cf. Theorem 8.5.11 in Ref. [9]). 
6. CORRECTNESS AND CLASSES OF DSMs 
An RFS is a perfectly formal specification of a DSM thus yielding precise notions of consistency 
and completeness which can be checked by a computer program together with additional properties 
such as being finite or absorbing (like RFSl). 
Moreover, distinct levels of complexity in writing an RFS can be stated. For instance, RFSl 
requires only simple rules (i.e. “context-free” rules employing only single-symbol left-hand sides 
[cf. 6]), whereas RFSZ-RFS4 make use of more advanced rules (like AP::= PA or X,Y,::= U). 
Also RFSl and RFS2 work without any additional functions, whereas RFS3 and RFS4 require 
such functions. A further instance is function #wj of RFSl which can be evaluated on the current 
state, whereas #cir in RFS4 requires the past state-transition path leading to the current state 
(which is implemented by means of an inductively defined auxiliary quantity). Finally, the order of 
symbols within a state is of no importance to RFSl and RFS4, whereas it provides essential 
information in RFS2 and RFS3. Thus, it is possible to identify distinct types of RFSs which 
eventually will lead to some hierarchical classification of 
complexity of features which have to be employed. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
DSMs depending on the inherent 
RFSs constitute a high level, general and unifying conceptual framework for specifying DSMs 
yielding a precise notion of correctness and an approach towards a classification of DSMs in terms 
of constructive complexity. A major benefit of this formalism is given by employing several (but 
not too many) features which are well-separated but also well-cooperating. These features are 
actions, events, weights, instructions, symbols and intensities, and they are related to each other 
one-to-one. This offers a well-structured “user interface” materializing in a clearly arranged partition 
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of responsibilities or, so to speak, in a high level of a conceptual “division of labour”. 
In mathematical terms the appropriate setting in which RFSs are to be embedded is given by 
the theory of stochastic decision models [lo]. This embedding was done in Ref. [4], It seems a 
promising further topic to investigate in detail connections to the theories of Markov chains, semi- 
Markov processes and branching processes. 
Moreover, there is a great variety of FSs beyond mere symbol strings, employing two-dimensional 
and graphical techniques (cf. Lindenmeyer systems [6] or graph grammars [7]) which could be 
taken advantage of in order to cope with really large systems having complex topologies. 
Adding the notion of “terminal” symbols, one gets the concept of stochastic grammars [6,11]. 
A more systematic and general redefinition of stochastic grammars in terms of RFSs will result in 
a powerful tool for naturally specifying complex and concrete discrete distributions (cf. Note 2 in 
Section 5). A paper on this topic is at present in preparation. 
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